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- The quizbox will show who responded first out of 8 quizzers.  It
will turn their light on, sound a tone, and lock everybody else
out until reset.  There are quizzer lights on the front and back of
the box, so everyone can see.

The built-in timer provides the following time intervals:
5 seconds if no one buzzes in.
30 seconds to give an answer.
45 seconds for a time-out.
1, 2 and 3 minutes for conferring and contesting.

- A 2nd Place Timer is available as an option.  When purchased,
the box can work normally, or it can show who buzzed in first,
2nd and 3rd, and the time difference between first and second
place, from one 10 thousandth of a second (.00010) to .999
seconds.

- A Reaction Timer mode is also available as an option.  The box
shows who responded first to a randomly generated beep, and
their response time in milliseconds.  Great for speed drills.

- New last season - more robust handpad wires.
- A Scoreboard Connector is available.  If your church or district

will want a scoreboard sometime, get the connector. 
- Handpads plug in individually thru quad extension cables.
- It will connect to other quizboxes for multi-team quizzes.
- An AC Adapter and 8 handpads are included.

(Comes with 8 handpads, not shown)

QUIZBOX WITH TIMER
2nd Generation
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- It shows who was first out of 8 quizzers and has a poor-man’s timer.
- When someone buzzes in, the timer light will blink 30 seconds, then

the box will beep when time expires.
- It can be programmed for a different timer interval for programs

where that might be needed.
- In a quiz, it would be positioned near the two teams, with a reset pad

located by the quizmaster.  
- It is powered by a 5 volt phone charger. 
- It comes with the power supply and up to 9 handpads.
- Small size:  approximately 3 ¼  x 3 ¼ x 1 ½  inches deep
- It can also show 2nd and 3rd place, if desired.

Basic Quizbox

QUIZBOX WITH TIMER
2nd Generation

Want to know who buzzed in second,
and their time compared to first
place?  The 2nd Place Timer is now
available as an option.
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BASIC QUIZBOX
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New optional timer/reset box plugs in the quizbox
reset jack (instead of a reset switch) and gives the
timer intervals used in most quizzer programs.



Multi-team quizzing:  Pocket Quizzer and the Quizbox with Timer (2nd Gen) can interconnect for multi-team
quizzing.  The first quizzer on any box will lock out all the other boxes.  For example, you can connect a Pocket
Quizzer to a 2nd Generation Quizbox with Timer and quiz with 12 kids, or two Timer boxes for 16 kids.  Older
quizboxes with the Remote Standard connector can also connect in.

Carrying cases:  Unless otherwise specified, all quizboxes are shipped in a cardboard box.  Each quizbox can
also fit in a briefcase, which is better for storage and handling.  Briefcases are optional, and are also available
from office supply stores such as Office Depot.

Warranty:  
- 2 years on most quizboxes and 1 year on the handpads.  That does not include cosmetic damage, user                   
   modifications or abuse.
- 90 days on the cables, AC adapters and briefcases.  (No workmanship is involved on my part, and I can't control

how you treat them.)
- If anything goes wrong, please call first.  Maybe it can be fixed over the phone or by sending a part.

How to order:
Call or e-mail to confirm delivery dates and prices.  I can e-mail you a bill to turn in to the treasurer.
Payment is required before the quizbox will ship.  (Or for a COD fee of approximately $13, the box can ship first
and you give the check to the UPS man.)  PayPal is accepted, but their fee will be added to the total.  Credit
cards are not currently accepted.
Be sure to include a street address for UPS, and a mailing address for Post Office deliveries.
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POCKET QUIZZER

A small battery-operated quizbox for 4 quizzers

- Use one at home or on the road for individual or small group practice.
- Connect 2 or more together and use them at meets or practices.
- It includes a poor-man's timer:  There is no clock display, but it beeps
  and resets after 30 seconds.
- It is available with red, yellow or green lights, or half red / half green.
- Optional AC adapters are available.
- Buy it with or without handpads.  Any handpads with RCA jacks will
  plug in and work. Borrow ones from your other quizbox??
- It will connect to other quizboxes for multi-team quizzes.

HANDBUZZERS
A standard handpad, but with
a battery and beeper inside.

Useful for practices at home.

USB HANDPAD
A standard handpad, but with a
USB connector.  For use with
PC programs like Accubuzz

and those found at pfjbq.com.
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2020 - 2021 Season Price List

$   30.00 At Home Quizboard  (no handpads, cable or power supply)

$   85.00 Pocket Quizzer with no handpads

$   31.00 USB Handpad

$   26.00 Handbuzzer

$ 260.00 
$ 280.00 

+ $   10.00 

Basic Quizbox, for 8 quizzers (9 Handpads with 9’ wires) 
Basic Quizbox with 2 quad cables and handpads with 1’ wires
  Substitute the timer/reset box for one handpad:  add $10

       (Get both options for $30 - save $10)

$   20.00   Optional Reaction Timer software - add

$   20.00   Optional 2nd Place Timer software - add

$ 415.00 Quizbox with Timer for 8 quizzers (8 handpads)

7/2/20* Quizbox Price List

$ 40.00 Briefcase carrying case

$ 25.00 Worldwide AC Adapter (country-specific plug)

$ 12.00 Standard AC Adapter  (For U.S.A. and Canada)

$ 10.00 Quad Extension cable

$ 16.00 Handpads, with 1’, 6’ or 9’ cables

7/2/20*Replacement / optional parts

These prices include shipping
charges (ground rates) to the 48
states.  

MN orders: add sales tax or
provide exemption certificate.

Except for COD orders, payment
is required before a quizbox will
be shipped.

These prices do not include
shipping, unless ordered with a
quizbox.

* Prices are subject to change.  If this price list is
more than one year old, please obtain the latest
prices before ordering.
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Quiz Equipment LLC

Steve Kirkman
736 Ashley Drive

Chaska MN  55318
(248) 398-1161

e-mail:  kirkmans@aol.com
www.QuizEquipment.com

Quizboxes since 1981

At Home Quizboard
Stuck at home but still want to practice?

This low cost circuit will determine the first to
respond out of 3 quizzers, lock the others out and
beep.  The circuit board is mounted to a piece of
wood; there is no enclosure.
  
Power it by a phone charger and a micro USB
cable.  These are not included in the price, but
available at additional cost if needed.  Handpads
are extra, if you don’t have any to use.


